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Dear UNHAS Registered User: 
 
With this notice, users are hereby reminded about established procedures for luggage allowance 
and recommended sizes of baggage for UNHAS flights. 
 
It has come to our notice that passengers report to check–in with extra luggage and with sizes that 
are not as per standard recommendation for UNHAS flights especially Helicopters. This has created 
issues as we have received concerns from our operators to this effect. 
 
The helicopters have got limited capacity to carry certain sizes of baggage and UNHAS check in staff 
can only accept baggage onboard which are as per the standard recommended baggage sizes as 
indicated below to ensure smooth delivery of flights. UNHAS users are by this notice requested to 
strictly adhere to the standard policy for baggage limitation and standard sizes. 
 
Below are recommended baggage sizes for UNHAS flights: 

Rotary wing (Helicopter) Fixed wing (Abuja, Yola and Maiduguri) 

  
• For rotary wing: Size for helicopter passenger belongings should not exceed 22cm of Width, 

35cm of Length and 55cm of Height and maximum allowable weight is 15kgs. 
 
 

• For Fixed wing: Total sum of Length, Height and Width should not exceed 208cm and 
maximum allowable weight is 20kgs. 
Note: Additional baggage needs to be booked as a cargo through designated travel focal point.  
 

• Please note: No loose straps and plastic bags will be allowed onboard the various aircrafts. 
Plastic bags are not a secured means of packaging cargo and may result in loosed items 
flying around. That poses safety risk to aircraft operations. 
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 UNHAS reaffirms its commitment to serve users as reliably and efficiently as possible. Thank you for 
your understanding and support. 
 
 
 
Thank you 
UNHAS Management 
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